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Welcome to RF Paving, thank you
for taking the time to read and
browse through our brochure.
We hope that you find everything
that you need, but if you have any
questions just pick up the phone
or pop in to see us, we are always
happy to help!
RF Landscape Products was established back in
1993 with RF Paving becoming one of the UK’s
leading brands today. We offer a vast range of
products from landscaping to interior porcelain
wall and floor tiles. Our reputation has been built
on product quality and outstanding customer
service, which we believe has been the forefront
of our growth. As we continue to grow, we will
ensure that these qualities will always be a main
part of our vision.

Our main distribution depot is based in
Yorkshire, where we have a full outdoor display
of all of our products, as well as a state-ofthe-art internal porcelain tile showroom, which
opened in May 2017. In 2018 we invested in
building a warehouse to accommodate RF Tiles
and the Contemporary Paving range.

This side of the company is continuously
expanding with new product ranges including;
our walling range, internal porcelain tiles, drive
stone cobble setts and much, much more, which
can all be seen in this exciting new brochure.
To compliment our paving ranges, we now stock
a full paving package. This includes; sharp sand,
building sand, crusher run, cement, jointing
compounds, geo fabric, artificial grass and
cutting blades. By taking this step we are now
happy to promote our company as a one-stopshop!!!
In addition to our main distribution depot in
Yorkshire, we also accommodate bulk trade
orders from our facilities in Suffolk, which
enable us to provide full UK coverage to our
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nationwide stockists. Many of these stockists
have full product displays and experienced
teams who are ready to advise and assist you.
To find your closest stockist, please just ask!

Having high levels of stock within the UK,
means availability is rarely an issue especially in
our core lines. This brochure and our websites
present each product we have to offer. However,
as always, the best way to appreciate the
colours and quality of the ranges is to view it at
your nearest stockist or at our main depot. We
even distribute samples upon request.
If you have a particular product or design in
mind, which we do not stock as standard,
please ask, as we can order to your bespoke
requirements.

To compliment this brochure, our websites and
social media pages are constantly updated with
information and products, as well as innovative
blogs and ideas for inspiration.
Here at RF we pride ourselves in sourcing the
finest quality products to ensure our customers
have the highest level of satisfaction.
Because the majority of our products are
imported, we pay particular attention to our
suppliers’ sustainability measures. We source
over 90% of our products from our own
international team, which ensures we have
full traceability and accountability. With this
our products are guaranteed to be responsibly
sourced and packed to the highest standard.
We only work with exporters who have a good
reputation and who understand the needs of our
customers.

Orders can be picked, packed and delivered to
your exact requirements. With our own fleet of
trucks, our transport department can arrange
deliveries on a range of vehicles; rigids and
artics with demountable Moffatt forklift off load
if required. We also use trusted and reliable
palletised networks for deliveries which are out
of our area, to ensure that the goods get to you in
the most efficient and monitored way possible.

Why not visit our showroom to discuss your
upcoming project, view our products and enjoy
a free coffee. We can walk you through the
experience, advise and support when needed.
Alternatively, give us a call and we will do all we
can to help you transform your space.

If you are a trades person or private individual, we will offer you the best products and services at
amazing prices. Whatever your requirements, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Have a look at our social media platforms for inspiration:

We hope you enjoy reading our brochure.
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Guide To The RF Paving Brochure
We understand that beginning
your project can be a daunting step,
we have created this guide to help
you navigate your way around our
brochure.
If at any point you are unsure give
us a call and we will be happy to
help you.
Flow Chart of Processes
when buying paving from RF
Paving Type:
Natural Stone or Porcelain?
Colour and Size?
Ground Preperation
Sub -base & Mortar?
Crusher Run?
Sand?
Cement?
Geo-Fabric?

Disclaimer: Natural Stone
Because of their origins, natural products may vary in colour
and/or texture. Colour variations, blemishes and mineral veins
are expected and often add to the character of the stone.
Before laying, if you are not happy with the product supplied,
or with the colour variation, then please let us know as soon as
possible and we will do our very best to help. We cannot accept
product returns or be held responsible for any defect once the
product has been laid. Please note the colours shown within the
brochure are as accurate as photography and printing will allow.

Getting to know our products!
You may come across terminology within the
brochure which you may not know the meaning
of, as some of the terms are industry specific.
We hope the glossary will give you some clarity
and guidance to assist you in choosing the
right product. If there is anything what you do
not understand, please give us a call, we will be
happy to help you.
GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Term
Meaning
Calibrated
Referring to the thickness, a process that cuts the paving to
the required measurement, leaving the natural surface on top.
Un-calibrated

This refers to stone that hasn’t been through the calibrating
process, the paving may vary in thickness.

Riven

The natural surface derived from when the stone is quarried
and split, leaving an irregular surface that is paving in its most
natural form.

Shot blasted

Referring to a process that alters the surface of the paving.
Removing the riven surface to create a ‘orange peel effect’, in
turn creating more grip on the finished surface.

Hand Cut

As it suggests, this refers to the edges of the paving when its
hand split. The most traditional form of edge, leaving a very
natural finish.

Honed

Referring to a process that alters the surface of the paving,
creating a smooth, polished surface, a very contemporary
finish.

Vitrified

Referring to a process during production of the tile, which
changes the characteristics to become extremely hard and
resistant to any type of absorption. This aspect makes the
tiles low maintenance.

Rectified

Refers to a tile that’s edges have been mechanically finished
in order to achieve a precise exterior dimension. The process
involves cutting or grinding a tile to a specific size.

Working Size

A working size is the manufacturers actual dimensions,
within a tolerance of an actual size.

Sawn Edge

Refers to all 4 edges of the paving been completely smooth
and clean cut. A sawn edge is often a very contemporary
appearance.

Bull nosed

Refers to a rounded profile, given to one or more edges. Often
seen on the overhanging edges of steps or copings.

Regulated

Referring to the paving thickness. An intermediate between
calibrated and uncalibrated within a tolerance of 21mm to
27mm.

Moffatt

This is a demountable forklift truck used by our delivery
vehicles to load and off load goods.

Artic

Referring to an articulated vehicle which carries approximately
28 tonnes. A longer vehicle limiting its access domestically.

Ridged

Referring to a vehicle that is shorter in length and carries
approximately 14 tonnes and in our case is a 6-wheel truck.

Sub base

Referring to the prepared base for the paving to be laid upon.
Which is usually a compacted crusher run, this is a mixture of
sand, cement and mortar used to bed the paving.

Mortar

This is a wet mixture of sand, cement and water used to bed
the paving on your prepared subbase.

Laying
Correct Cutting Blade
for your Product?
Jointing
Jointing Compound?
or Sand and Cement?
After Care
Sealant Type
Matt or Glossy?
Sit Back & Enjoy Your Space!!!
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Our stone can be purchased in full or part crates, meaning you can order to your
exact requirements. Each crate is roughly 1 cubic metre (m³).

Key

					
Approx. Weight
Size (mm)
Stone Type
m² per piece Pieces per Pack m² per pack
per pack (Kg)
600x290
Sandstone and Limestone
0.174
120
20.88
1075
600x600
Sandstone and Limestone
0.36
40
14.40
750
600x900
Sandstone and Limestone
0.54
40
21.60
1150
600x300
Granite
0.18
102
17.74
1000
600x600
Granite
0.36
51
18.36
1050
600x900
Granite
0.54
102
18.90
1100

Stock Item
Suitable for
interior or exterior use
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean

RF Paving – Project Pack Dimensions (mixed sizes)

Bullnosed Step

RF7

RF8

22mm Calibrated

21-28 Regulated

600 x 900

600 x 900

600 x 600

600 x 600

Cobbles

600 x 290

600 x 290

100x100mm and
100 x 200mm can be used
for edgings and small walls.

Single Size

290 x 290

290 x 290

19.19 metre coverage

21.50 metre coverage

Drivestone Cobble Setts

Size Available in the RF Paving Range
Colour

Pg

RF7 Project Pack RF8 Project Pack 600 x 1200

600 x 900

450 x 900

Raj Green Sandstone
Rippon Sandstone
Kandla Grey Sandstone
Glendale Sandstone
Mint Fossil Sandstone
Autumn Brown Sandstone
Raveena Sandstone
Modak Sandstone
Lalitpur Yellow Sandstone
Black Sandstone
Kota Black Limestone
Black Slate

8-9




10-11



12-13



12-13

14


15


16


17


18


19


20-21


22


BESPOKE SIZES &FINISHES AVAILABLE ON ALL THE RF PAVING RANGE -BY ARRANGEMENT
SIZES AVAILABLE IN THE CONTEMPORARY PAVING RANGE
Moov Beige Porcelain
29			
Pietra DiBarge Porcelain
30		


Chorus White Porcelain
31			

Chorus Silver Porcelain
32			

Extreme Anthracite Porcelain
33					

Extreme Grey Porcelain
34					

Aged Fossil Porcelain
35						
Aged Quartz Grey Porcelain
36						
Aged Crema Porcelain
37						
Aged Anthracite Porcelain
38						
Light Granite
40-41				

Medium Granite
40-41				

Dark Granite
40-41				

Kandla Grey Honed and Sawn
44				

Rippon Honed and Sawn
45				


600 x 600

600 x 300









Stepping Stones
Used to create a pathway.

20mm Calibrated
Standard paving
22mm calibrated



Heavy product



Circle Kits














Used to create a feature
in a patio.

Project Packs RF7
Project Packs RF8
Coping
Can be used for wall
topping and heavy



duty paving

Kerb Edging
Used to define pathways.

600mm

290mm

290mm
290mm

600mm

600mm

600mm
900mm

1200mm

600mm
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Raj Green
Natural Sandstone Paving
Our Raj Green Natural Sandstone is one of
our most popular ranges. This best seller
portrays a blend of greens and browns,
with occasional purples and greys running
through it, allowing it to be extremely
versatile, suiting many surroundings.
It is regularly compared to natural York Stone
due to its numerous similarities.
Raj Green is a robust, hard-wearing natural
paver, with the appropriate care Raj Green
paving can last a lifetime. To compliment the
Raj Green paving, we have many matching
accessories.
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RF Paving

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Project Packs RF8
Single Size
Cobbles

100x100mm and 100 x 200mm
can be used for edgings and
small walls.

Circle Kits
Used to create a feature in a patio.

Photo Credit: Laid by J&E Richards

Drivestone Cobble Setts
Coping

Can be used for wall topping and
heavy duty paving

Standard paving
22mm calibrated

Stepping Stones
Used to create a pathway

Kerb Edging

Used to define pathways.

Bullnosed Step
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Photo Credit: Laid by Jez Hanrahan

RF Paving

Rippon
Natural Sandstone Paving
Rippon Sandstone paving is an attractive mix
of colours set against a buff background. It has a
blend of browns, oranges and yellows, with
the occasional striking vein running through it.
Rippon paving is ideal to brighten any area,
creating a warm summer feel.
You can also get these accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and
Patios
Standard paving
22mm calibrated

Project Packs RF7

Single Size
Circle Kits
Used to create a feature
in a patio.

Coping

Can be used for wall
topping and heavy duty
paving

Stepping Stones
Used to create a pathway

Project Packs RF8

Kerb Edging

Used to define pathways.
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Kandla Grey
Natural Sandstone Paving
Are you wanting to create a modern, minimalistic
outdoor area?
Then Kandla Grey Sandstone Paving is the one
for you. This sleek, contemporary paver creates a
stylish finish without costing a fortune!
It has minimal colour variation with the
occasional beige shading running through it.
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Photo Credit: Laid by Bespoke Garden Solutions

RF Paving
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bles to
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Project Packs RF8
Single Size
Cobbles

Photo Credit: Laid by Bespoke Garden Solutions

100x100mm and 100 x 200mm
can be used for edgings and
small walls.

Circle Kits
Used to create a feature in a patio.

Drivestone Cobble Setts
Coping

Can be used for wall topping and
heavy duty paving

Stepping Stones
Used to create a pathway

Standard paving
22mm calibrated

Kerb Edging

Used to define pathways.

Bullnosed Step

Want More Variation.....
Why not consider Glendale?

Sawn & Shot blasted Step
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Mint Fossil
Natural Sandstone Paving
Mint Fossil Sandstone is one of the lighter
pavers we stock. Its soft beige, honey and
ivory tones are very easy on the eye and can
brighten any area.
As the name suggests it has the occasional
natural fossil patterns running through the
stone pavers.
As Mint Fossil is one of our softer stones,
we have had the surface of this product shot
blasted to make it more substantial and
durable.
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Single Size
Cobbles

100x100mm and 100 x 200mm
can be used for edgings and
small walls.

Standard paving
22mm calibrated

Circle Kits
Used to create a feature in a patio.

Kerb Edging

Used to define pathways.
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RF Paving

Autumn Brown
Natural Sandstone Paving
Our Autumn Brown Natural Sandstone
Paving is one of our most mellow pavers,
with mid-brown and purple shades running
throughout it.
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Photo Credit: Laid by KWH Experienced Landscaper

It is similar to the Raj Green paver;
however, it has richer brown & red tones.
It is versatile and can fit perfectly within
many surroundings, especially with older
properties.

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Single Size
Standard paving
22mm calibrated

Circle Kits
Used to create a feature in a patio.

Stepping Stones

Used to create a pathway
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Raveena
Natural Sandstone Paving
Raveena Sandstone is one of the more unique
natural stones we have to offer. It is generally
a pale, grey buff colour with purple veining
running throughout. The contrasts between the
two shades makes this a very distinctive natural
stone.
The Raveena Sandstone has hand cut edges and
a riven finish.
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Single Size
Standard paving
22mm calibrated
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RF Paving

Modak
Natural Sandstone Paving

Photo Credit: Laid by Gary McClarence Landscape Gardener

Modak Sandstone has various shades of
oranges, pinks and pale yellows. This riven
paver has a rustic finish, making it ideal for
traditional surroundings.

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Standard paving
22mm calibrated
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Lalitpur Yellow
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Natural Sandstone Paving
Lalitpur Yellow Sandstone has similar colours
and shadings as the Mint Fossil paving, however
it consists of more of the darker shades of Mint
Fossil. This paver is mainly yellow in colour,
varying with lighter and darker shades. Lalitpur
Yellow is ideal for brightening up any area,
bringing a summer feel to any space.
You can also get these accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Project Packs RF7
Single Size
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Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Circle Kits
Used to create a feature
in a patio.

Stepping Stones

Used to create a pathway

Photo Credit: Laid by KWH Experienced Landscaper

RF Paving

Black Sandstone
Natural Sandstone Paving
Black sandstone is the perfect shade if a
traditional aged Yorkstone shade is desired.
A dark grey background is beautifully enhanced
with subtle yellow shading.
With accurate thickness, calibrated paving is
easier to carry, cut and install making it the
perfect choice for the DIY enthusiast.
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Single Size
Drivestone Cobble Setts
Stepping Stones

Used to create a pathway
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Kota Black
Natural Limestone Paving
If you want a smoother paver which is less
riven, then limestone paving is ideal for you.
The Kota Black Limestone is a flat paver, with
an orange peel finish to it. It is ideal if you
are wanting to create a level space for easier
access, and can be great for indoor use. The
Kota Black is consistent in colour, making
this a stunning, bold stone. In time, the jet
black colour fades with the natural sunlight,
however, it will return jet black when wet. To
maintain the darker tone it is possible to seal
the stone with a colour enhancer.
We have many accessories in this range
such as cobbles to edge your paving and a
circle to create a feature!
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RF Paving
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item

Photo Credit: Laid by JSL Building

Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Single Size
Cobbles

100x100mm and 100 x 200mm
can be used for edgings and
small walls.

Standard paving
22mm calibrated

Circle Kits (2.48m only)
Used to create a feature in a patio.
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Black Slate
Natural Slate Paving
With its timeless look and enduring popularity, our high quality, excellent value black
slate paving never fails to make a great
impression every time.
Deep black but with a lightly riven look, the
texture of this slate has a smooth shiny
appeal, particularly when wet. It also has very
little variation in colour and as such means
it matches in with any other colour scheme
present.
Our black slate paving is responsibly
sourced and extremely hard wearing too, so
very easy to maintain slate paving makes it
a very popular choice for both modern and
more traditional projects too.
In a period property for example, it works
wonderfully as internal flooring in a kitchen
or sitting room, or as the surround for a water
feature outside.
If it’s a more contemporary space you have
in mind, then it makes for an ideal patio area
or path for your garden. Not only that, but
slate is known for being extremely dense
and therefore has very low porosity.
This not only makes it durable but naturally
stain-resistant too, so you can rest assured
your stunning black slate paving from RF
Paving will keep its striking look year after
year.

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Project Packs RF7
Single Size
Standard paving
22mm calibrated
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RF Paving

Circles
Natural Paving
Circles are the perfect way to enhance any
area, whether it be a seating area, defining
a lawn space and adding a focal point to an
area. The sandstone circles vary in shades
and tones of each paver colour, yet the
limestone circle is consistent in colour.
A circle is the perfect way to add a unique
finish to your area.
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Colour
1.70sqm 2.84sqm 3.98sqm
Raj Green



Kandla Grey



Kota Black		

Lalitpur Yellow



Rippon



Mint Fossil



Autumn Brown




3.98m diameter
(including squaring-off kit)

2.84m diameter
(including squaring-off kit)

There is a total of 61 pieces in the
There is a total of 37 pieces in the
kit. The circle diameter without the kit. The circle diameter without the
squaring-off pieces is 3.76m.
squaring off pieces is 2.62m.

1.70m diameter

(including squaring-off kit)

There is a total of 17 pieces in the
kit. The circle diameter without the
squaring-off pieces is 1.48m.
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Flamed Silver Grey Granite Cobbles

Flamed Light Granite Cobbles

Kandla Grey Cobbles

Raj Green Cobbles

Mint Fossil Cobbles

Kota Black Cobbles

Cobble edging
Cobble edging can be used in many ways
such as for driveways and also for decorative
and functional edging. Each Sandstone and
Limestone sett is hand cut to a depth of between
40-60mm, making these setts extremely durable.
We offer a range of colours that complement
the RF Paving range such as Raj Green, Kandla
Grey, Mint Fossil and also Kota Black Limestone.
We also offer a more contemporary cobble
edging in Granite. These setts are sawn sided
and calibrated to 50mm. Each sett has a flamed
surface making them ideal for commercial areas.
All of our sandstone, limestone and granite
setts are available in two sizes – 100x100 and
100x200.
24

RF Paving

Walling
Natural Limestone
Our Supreme Buff Walling is a buff tumbled
Limestone. Our range consists of 4 different
sizes available (below) in random lengths.
Supreme Buff walling is suitable for garden
walling, house building and even more particular
projects such as pizza ovens, fireplaces ect.
The sizes that we have available in are as below:
140mm deep (h), 100mm (w) (bed)
in random lengths, between 100mm – 500mm
115mm deep (h), 100mm (w) (bed)
in random lengths, between 100mm – 500mm
95mm deep (h), 100mm (w) (bed)
in random lengths, between 100mm – 500mm
65mm deep (h), 100mm (w) (bed)
in random lengths between 100mm – 500mm
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Accessories

Natural Stone and Porcelain
Whether you’re rounding off your project with
the finish it deserves, or you simply fancy
adding a little something special to your
garden, we’ve got the ideal accessories for you
here at RF Paving.
Whatever you’re looking for in creating your
ideal, unique outdoor space, we’re sure to have
the perfect high-quality finishing accessories to
suit your design and style.

Many of them are also anti-slip even when wet,
and all of them come in a variety of different
sizes to suit. If you do not see what you’re
looking for then please ask, as we can offer
many bespoke sizes and finishes on our RF
pre-order system.

Kerb Edgings
Our kerb edgings are calibrated to 50mm in
thickness. They have a naturally riven surface
and hand cut edges.
Our kerb edging is one size
1000x200x50mm but a range of colours
including Raj Green, Mint Fossil, Kandla Grey
and Rippon.
They are traditionally used as an edging for
a driveway, they can however be used as
stone coping when the wall is a single brick
wall.

Porcelain Bullnosed Steps
Available in various sizes and in all of our Italian
porcelain colour ranges. Calibrated to 20mm.
This product is available to pre-order

Porcelain Bullnosed Copings
Our double bullnosed copings are available in
600x300x20mm in all of our Italian porcelain
colour ranges and are calibrated to 20mm. Each
have a drip groove on the underside of each
bullnosed edge.
This product is available to pre-order
26

RF Paving

Stone Copings
Our stone copings are calibrated to 50mm
thickness. They have naturally riven surfaces and
hand cut edges and are available in two different
sizes: 320x560x50mm and 420x560x50mm.
A range of colours including Raj Green, Rippon
and Kandla Grey. Our stone copings are generally
used to finish off either a natural stone or
concrete brick wall. They can also be used as fire
hearths and also as a very heavy duty (50mm)
thick paver.

Stepping Stones
Natural sandstone stepping stones are ideal if
you want to create a path through your garden,
field, flower bed or even through a small river.
They fit in beautifully with the landscape and they
come in a range of colours to suit the design that
you are looking for.
The size of each stepping stone is approximately
380 x 560 x 30mm. Our stepping stones are
available in a range of colours Raj Green, Autumn
Brown, Lalitpur Yellow, Kandla Grey and Rippon.

Bullnosed Sandstone Steps
Our Natural stone bullnosed steps are a stunning
way to create steps within your design. They
are sawn 3 sides and have a bull nosed edge
across the front of the step. This bull nosed edge
creates an aspect of safety as well being a stylish
finishing touch.
Available in; Raj Green and Kandla Grey.
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CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Contemporary Paving offers a premium alternative to the
ever changing paving market. We have come up with a
range of products that we believe each offer something
individual and unique to our customers. Within our
Contemporary Paving range there are many products from
Granite to man-made porcelain, each offering something
unique.
We have built RF around an ethos of being able to meet
all customer’s needs. We understand taking on a costly
project can sometimes we daunting. We are here to help
you with whatever you need. We have tailored the range
to have many contemporary alternatives to the traditional
RF Paving stone that we hope you enjoy!
When you hear the word ‘porcelain’, it’s easy to conjure up
images of something delicate and breakable. However,
with our external porcelain pavers this couldn’t be further
from the truth. Porcelain can actually be far more durable
than you might think, and is now considered the most
innovative new product in landscaping thanks to its
amazing longevity and visual appeal. In addition to its
exceptional strength, our external porcelain pavers require
only minimal maintenance to keep them looking fresh and
new for years to come.
Here at Contemporary Paving, we’re pleased to offer a
great range of outstanding quality Porcelain Pavers in
a stunning variety of colours and modern effects. This
means you can enjoy the freedom to design the look and
feel of your patio or outdoor living space exactly as you
want it.
With highly consistent colouring and texture, our porcelain
pavers are all exactly the same size and depth, giving you
a total even finish between the gaps and crisp, sharp lines
perfect for any modern environment. You can even select
pavers in a stunning wood effect!
Outstanding quality and with carefully chosen designs
by us, you can be sure you’ll find something you love, no
matter what finish you have in mind.
External porcelain pavers make for an excellent alternative
to Natural Stone Paving. Indeed, the advantages and
individual characteristics make porcelain one of the most
premium products in the UK today.
So if you’re considering something just that little bit extra
special for your patio or path, why not browse our range to
find the perfect look for you.
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CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Moov Beige
Porcelain Paving
Our Moov Beige is a smooth Italian external
porcelain paver. This piece has elegance of
an urban style thanks to its soft graphics,
characterized by a slight movement that is
inspired by cement-based materials.
Its consistency and straight cut edges
creates a minimalistic feel to any area.
Its R11 surface produces an anti-slip surface
making the Moov Beige Porcelain ideal for
external use.
This porcelain paver is fully vitrified and
rectified product of the highest quality.

Photo Credit: Laid by New Growth Garden Design

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size
Suitable for interior or
exterior use (See RF Tiles)
Bullnosed Step

(preorder)

Coping

Can be used for wall
topping (preorder)

20mm
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Pietra Di Barge
Porcelain Paving
Pietra Di Barge is one of our ever popular
Italian porcelain pavers. With its beige, yellow
and creamy colours and textured slightly riven
surface, this piece has an extremely natural touch,
making it versatile to suit many surroundings.
With the uniform sizes and straight edges the
Pieta Di Barge pavers can create a sleek, modern
area.
With a R11 surface producing an anti-slip effect
on the paver, it is very suitable for using on
patios, driveways and also internally if required,
however we also have a 10mm to suit your
needs internally.
This porcelain paver is fully vitrified and rectified
product of the highest quality.
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size
Suitable for interior or
exterior use (See RF Tiles)
Bullnosed Step

(preorder)

Coping

Can be used for wall
topping (preorder)

20mm



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

R11 Anti Slip Rating

CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Chorus White
Porcelain Paving
The Chorus range is one of the newest
collections developed by Italian
manufacturer, Keope.
It is a minimalistic piece with occasional
sharp veining running through it, resembling
characteristics of natural stone.
The crystalline components and the coloured
grains in the tile body offer a matchless
chromatic depth that can make the same
surface different every time you look at it.
The alternation and combination of dots,
veins and streaks create surprising graphic
variations that make the reference material
recognisable and give an unmistakable
appearance to the collection.
This range is also available in interior tiles
too, making it ideal for creating an indoor
and outdoor space.
This porcelain paver is fully vitrified and
rectified product of the highest quality.
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

R11 Anti Slip Rating

Suitable for interior or
exterior use (See RF Tiles)
Bullnosed Step

(preorder)

Coping

Can be used for wall
topping (preorder)

20mm
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Chorus Silver
Porcelain Paving
The Chorus range is one of the newest
collections developed by Italian
manufacturer, Keope.
It is a minimalistic piece with occasional
sharp veining’s running through it,
resembling characteristics of natural stone.
The crystalline components and the coloured
grains in the tile body offer a matchless
chromatic depth that can make the same
surface different every time you look at it.
The alternation and combination of dots,
veins and streaks create surprising graphic
variations that make the reference material
recognisable and give an unmistakable
appearance to the collection.
This range is also available in interior tiles
too, making it ideal for creating an indoor
and outdoor space.
This porcelain paver is fully vitrified and
rectified product of the highest quality.

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size
Suitable for interior or
exterior use (See RF Tiles)
Bullnosed Step

(preorder)

Coping

Can be used for wall
topping (preorder)

20mm
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Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

R11 Anti Slip Rating

CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Extreme Anthracite
Porcelain Paving
“Extremely versatile, extremely long-lasting,
extremely stylish. Recreating the tones and
textures of stone in extra-thick porcelain
stoneware, Extreme is the ideal choice for
outdoor areas.” – Keope 2018.
Our Italian Porcelain Paver; Extreme Anthracite
recreates the textures and tones of Natural Stone.
It comes in a 600x600x20mm size allowing for
a defined, uniformed area to be created.
The paver has a R11 surface which allows for a
anti-slip effect. This range is suitable for patios
and driveways.
This porcelain paver is fully vitrified and rectified
product of the highest quality.



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

R11 Anti Slip Rating

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Bullnosed Step

(preorder)

Coping

Can be used for wall
topping (preorder)

Single Size
20mm
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Extreme Grey
Porcelain Paving
“Extremely versatile, extremely long-lasting,
extremely stylish. Recreating the tones and
textures of stone in extra-thick porcelain
stoneware, Extreme is the ideal choice for
outdoor areas.” – Keope 2018.
Our Italian Porcelain Paver; Extreme Grey
recreates the textures and tones of Natural
Stone.
Its comes in a 600 x 600 x 20mm size allowing
for a defined, uniformed area to be created.
The paver has a R11 surface which allows for an
anti-slip effect. This range is suitable for patios
and driveways.
This porcelain paver is fully vitrified and rectified
product of the highest quality.
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Bullnosed Step

(preorder)

Coping

Can be used for wall
topping (preorder)

Single Size
20mm
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Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

R11 Anti Slip Rating

CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Aged Fossil
Porcelain Paving
Our Aged Fossil porcelain is new for 2019!
A contemporary, anti-slip, frost resistant porcelain
is stunning in colour with a deep black tone.
The Aged Fossil is a great alternative for Kota
Black Limestone if the consistent deep shade is
required.
Our Aged Fossil available in a 600 x 600 x
20mm and is a stock item.



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

Anti Slip Rating

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size
20mm
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Aged Quartz Grey
Porcelain Paving
Our Aged Quartz Grey porcelain
is new for 2019!
A contemporary, anti-slip, frost resistant porcelain
is stunning in colour with a mix of grey and
anthracite tones.
Our Aged Quartz Grey is available in a 600 x
600 x 20mm and is a stock item.



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

Anti Slip Rating

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size
20mm
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CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Aged Crema
Porcelain Paving
Our Aged Crema porcelain is new for 2019!
A contemporary, anti-slip, frost resistant porcelain
is stunning in colour with a deep black tone.
The Aged Crema is a great alternative for a light
natural stone.
Our Aged Crema is available in a 600 x 600 x
20mm and is a stock item.



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

Anti Slip Rating
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size
20mm
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Aged Anthracite
Porcelain Paving
Our Aged Anthracite porcelain
is new for 2019!
A contemporary, anti-slip, frost resistant porcelain
is stunning in colour with a black/grey tone.
The Aged Anthracite is a great alternative for
Black Slate.
Our Aged Anthracite available in a 600 x 600 x
20mm and is a stock item.



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

Anti Slip Rating

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Easy to clean
Single Size
20mm
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CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Cobble Setts
Porcelain
Our porcelain cobbles are a stunning new
addition to our Italian Porcelain collection.
They look great as edging around the
porcelain pavers, as well as on larger areas
in replacement of stone cobbles or block
paving. The porcelain cobbles are a uniform
thickness of 20mm as with our full Italian
Porcelain range.

Rock Dark Porcelain Cobble

As with all full bodied, vitrified porcelain they
hold many advantages over natural stone
such as:


It is frost resistant



It requires little maintenance



It is resistant to bacteria, algae, moss and
mildew.



It has a very low water absorbency and
due to this we do not recommend to seal
the product.



It does not change colour due to water and
the weathering process.

Rock Beige Porcelain Cobble

Our cobbles are available in three colours,
Dark, Beige and Grey.
Rock Grey Porcelain Cobble



Easy Maintenance
No Sealing
Highly Resistant to
Algae and Mould
Sawn Edged
Frost Resistant

R11 Anti Slip Rating
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Granite

You can also get these
accessories in this range.

Flamed granite is a sophisticated, attractive
and diverse stone that works with just about
any paving project you can think of. Offering
a slightly sparkly, luxurious finish, its tight
grain, neat crisp lines and evenly textured
flamed surface, makes granite ideal for
modern settings.
It is available in a wide range of colours
and styles, our flamed granite paving is
perfect for both commercial and domestic
applications as well as internal and external
projects.
Granite in particular has beautifully
consistent colouring, and multiple coloured
slabs can easily be combined to give a
unique mix and match effect.
This excellent quality, extremely hard wearing
paving is ideal for high traffic walkways,
drives and patios, thanks to its surface
texture and good slip resistance, even in
wet conditions. In addition to their non-slip
qualities, flamed granite slabs are smooth
to the touch, making them ideal for paving
around ponds and swimming pools.
Flamed granite paving is also very desirable
for use in Japanese garden designs, because
it provides a clean and consistent look and is
an ideal backdrop to foliage.
If you are considering flamed granite paving
for your next project, have a look at our
stunning collection today and add a little
sparkle to your space.
Our Granite Paving is available in a Light,
Medium and Dark colouring.
Photo Credit: Laid by Simon Jewitt
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Stock Item
Suitable for both
Driveways and Patios
Single Size
Cobbles

100x100mm and 100 x 200mm
can be used for edgings and
small walls.

20mm

CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G
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Drivestone Cobbles:
Cobbles/setts can offer an attractive and
extremely durable surface for driveways and can
also complement paved areas. They can be used
to edge circles, patios and flower beds, and they
are very useful for awkward spaces when cutting
stones can prove difficult and unattractive.
Our calibrated cobbles/setts are designed with
ease of fitting in mind. Each cobble/sett is cut
to 30mm or 50mm thickness and sawn to size,
prior to being tumbled.
For commercial installations, our 50mm range
is ideal. The extra depth is designed for areas
that may be subject to excessive use such as
farmyards, street paving and car parks.

360mm
270mm
180mm

180mm

180mm

30mm

180mm

50mm
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Photo Credit: Laid by Kirsopp Builders

CONTEMPORARY

Photo Credit: Laid by Kirsopp Builders

PAV I N G

Raj Green Drivestone Setts
Available in 30mm and 50mm

Kandla Grey Drivestone Setts
Available in 30mm only

Black Sandstone Drivestone Setts
Available in 30mm only
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for
interior or exterior use
Single Size
20mm

Kandla Grey Honed
Natural Sandstone Paving
Our Honed Kandla Grey Sandstone Paving is a
new addition we have decided to stock this year.

Kandla Grey Honed is a gentle, blue-grey colour
with occasional beige shadings that appear.

This contemporary, stylish sandstone paving is
consistent in colour, which can create a modern
and minimalistic finish.

It is available in 600×900 single sized slabs.

The honing process removes the riven surface,
allowing for a flat, smooth finish but still keeping
its natural features and colours.
44

To complement the Honed Kandla Grey paving,
we offer riven Circle Kits, Stone Copings, Cobbles,
Kerb Edgings and much more!

CONTEMPORARY
PAV I N G

Rippon Honed
Natural Sandstone Paving
Our Honed Rippon Sandstone Paving is a new
addition we have decided to stock this year.
Available in 600x900mm pieces, this
contemporary, stylish sandstone paving is
consistent in colour, which can create a modern
and minimalistic finish.

The honing process removes the riven surface,
allowing for a flat, smooth finish but still keeping
its natural features and colours.
Rippon Honed is a warm paver, featuring many
different shades of orange and buff.
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You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Suitable for
interior or exterior use
Single Size
20mm
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Railway Sleepers
Reclaimed
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As one of the leading importers and
suppliers of railway sleepers in the UK, we
can supply anything from one sleeper for a
garden project, to a full load for commercial
projects or for retail outlets.
Reclaimed sleepers are graded into two main
classifications, namely Grade 1 and Grade 2.
Grade 1 have the fewest cracks and are the
straightest lengths. Grade 2 by definition are
slightly lower grade.
However, many projects do not require Grade
1, such as retaining walls, load bearers etc., so
Grade 2 is ideal and slightly lower in price.

Reclaimed
Straight cut with
occasional bevel edges

Reclaimed sleepers have numerous uses, but
it is worthy of note that if the sleepers are to
be in constant close skin contact, such as for
seating or for raised beds, then you are better
advised to utilise new sleepers.

Railway Sleepers
New
With the limitations on the use of reclaimed
sleepers, newly sawn timber sleepers have
become increasingly popular.

New Oak Hardwood
Straight cut
with occasional
bevel edges

As leading suppliers of sleepers, we have
risen to the challenge and stock three
core ranges, namely Softwood, Oak, and
Hardwood.
Tanalised Softwood Sleepers are available
in two colours: green and brown. Because
the wood is not as dense, it is treated with
a coloured preservative to lengthen its
lifespan.
Being much lighter (around 55 kg) than the
new Oak equivalent, Softwood Sleepers are
easy to handle.
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Tanalised Softwood
Green or Brown
Straight cut

Photo Credit: Simon Jewitt

RF Landscape
Products

You can also get these
accessories in this range.
Stock Item
Heavy product
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Aggregates
Decorative stone such as chippings, gravel or
cobbles, can really finish off a design. They can
be used between paving or complete driveways
and paths. A great effect can be achieved
by using decorative stone as a mulch in dry
plantings, which has the added advantage of
suppressing weeds and conserving moisture.
We have many colours and sizes on offer;
aggregates shown below are available in a 25
kg bag or an 875 kg bulk bag. Each bulk bag will
cover an area of approx. 11m² at 50mm depth.
Pea Gravel
(10mm)

Pea Gravel’s beautiful colour
variations of browns, blacks and
whites ensure it blends with any
existing planting scheme. Its
size gives it excellent drainage
properties and its shapes are
mainly rounded.

Golden Gravel
(20mm)

Golden Gravel is popular because
of its attractive blend of colours
and shapes. Its rock type is
Marine Flint Shingle and its size
variation is 10 mm–20 mm.

Nordic Granite

This a very durable and angular
product. This product is Green,
Grey and Black in appearance
with a hint of white and pink.
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Dove Grey Limestone
(10mm)

This particular aggregate consists
of Carboniferous Limestone and
is very hardwearing. It provides a
fantastic look for any backdrop
or garden and is also ideal for
footpaths and rockery projects.
This size variation is 6 mm to
10 mm.

Green Granite
(14-20mm)

If you are looking for something
a little bit different, this product
may be perfect for you. It is ideal
for planting schemes as it is very
dark green when wet, drying to a
light green.

Polar White
(8-11mm)

This aggregate is an angular
bright white product with some
greys and pinks throughout and
is ideal for enhancing gardens.
The rock type is Dolomite.

Cheshire pink
(14mm)

This very popular aggregate has
a mix of rounded and angled
stones which gives a look of
multiple textures within one
gravel. The shades of pinks, greys
and purples make this a very
attractive and decorative gravel.

Dove Grey Limestone
(20mm)

The 20 mm aggregate has the
same properties as the 10 mm.
However, this thickness is better
suited to large area projects. The
gravel consists of Carboniferous
Limestone and perfectly suits
our RF Kandla Grey Sandstone
Paving.

Horticultural Grit

Horticultural Grit, made up of
Quartzite, has excellent drainage
properties. It is an ideal product
for damp areas or around water
features. This product can be
used as a permeable layer or joint
fill in block paving applications.

Pink Granite
(20mm)

Pink Granite is a beautiful product
being pink with black and silver
flecks. It is very durable, making it
fit for purpose.

Dales Gravel
(20mm)

This gravel is made up of
sandstone and is perfect if a
neutral look is desired. Dales
Gravel is multi-coloured and
features different angled and
rounded stones. Its size range is
10 mm-20 mm.

Golden Gravel
(10mm)

This particular gravel (rock type
Marine Flint Shingle) consists of
an attractive blend of colours and
angular shapes.

Moonstone
(20mm)

This product is made up of
mainly black and white colours
with a small number of browns
throughout and is ideal for any
landscaping project. The rock
type of this product is mixed but
predominantly Flint.

Scottish Red Granite
(14mm)

This product is ideal for driveways,
car parks and pathways due
to the inherent strength of the
stone. This guarantees that the
product will withstand all modes
of traffic.

RF Landscape
Products

Tweed Pebbles
(20mm)

Tweed Pebbles (mixed Quartzite
and Granite) are a multi-coloured
rounded gravel. They are very
hard wearing and ideal for all
home and garden applications.

Scottish Cobbles
(80-100mm

These traditional tumbled
cobbles, from Granite, are a
variety of colours and will blend in
with any landscape. They are ideal
for water features because when
wet their colours are beautiful.
Sizes are from 50-100mm.

Green Slate Chippings
(40mm)

Our Green Slate Chippings will
naturally enhance the look of
plants or shrubs and are ideal for
using in borders. As with all slate
this product becomes vibrant
when wet.

Yorkshire Cream
(20mm)

This product is ideal for large
areas of ground coverage. The
colours are a mixture of creams
and browns. The rock type is a
mixture but mainly Flint.

Oyster Pearl Pebbles
(20mm)

Oyster Pearl Pebbles are a
mixture of rounded pebbles
of assorted colours. They are
suitable for ponds, flower beds
and pathways and will look
beautiful in any garden or
landscaping project.

Plum Slate Chippings
40mm

Plum Slate Chippings add an
intense colour to any garden or
landscaping project

Scottish Pebbles
(20-30mm)

The irregular shapes, sizes and
colours of these Scottish Pebbles,
rock type Granite, adds to the
traditional feeling of an informally
designed garden. These pebbles
have soft rounded edges making
them perfect for a water feature.

Polar White Cobbles
(40 - 90mm)

This product is naturally rounded
and will make an instant impact
in any garden. The colour is
mainly white with some grey
shading. Polar White Cobbles’
rock type is Dolomite.

Costswold

Scottish Cobbles
(50-80mm)

Traditional tumbled cobbles are a
variety of colours which ensures
they fit in well with any garden
colour scheme. Scottish Cobbles
are ideal for water features or to
highlight a particular part of the
landscape. Its rock type is Granite
and its size variation is 50-80mm.
Blue Slate Chippings
(40mm)

Our Blue Slate Chippings are
ideal for all contemporary
projects. Blue is an uncommon
slate colour, therefore including
it in your garden scheme can
present a very distinctive look.

Black Bassalt

(20mm)

(10mm)

The creamy buff colour of
Cotswold Chippings can be
placed in either a modern or
a traditional setting. The hard
angles of the stone help to
bounce the light, making these
chippings ideal for brightening up
a dark or shaded area of a garden.

Black Basalt is very black when
wet. However, when this product
is dry it is more of a charcoal grey
colour. This gives the product
character and the ability to fit in
with a natural setting.
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Ancillary Products
In this section you will find all the products to enhance your space. From the correct cutting blade, to the right
jointing compound, all the information about the essential extras you need can be found here.

We have listened to our local customers needs and for 2019, we will now be
offering hard landscaping materials such as sand, cement and crusher run. This
is in addition to all of our ancillary products.
Cement:
Mixed with sand and water to create a mortar bed
and/or traditional mortar joints.
Sand:
Grit Sand – a medium to coarse sand used to
create a wet mortar (when mixed with cement
and water) for bedding paving and/or cobbles.
It can also be used in its natural form for laying
Drivestone cobble setts.
Building Sand – a fine sand used for a traditional
mortar joint for paving and walling.

Crusher Run
A crushed stone used to create the sub base for
paving. To get to your required level we advise;
100mm in depth after compaction, leaving a
further 75mm for your mortar bed and paving.
We stock:
850kg bags of Building Sand & Grit Sand
850kg bags of MOT Crusher Run
25KG bags of cement

If you need help with how much building materials you require,
please ask any member of our team, they will be happy to help.
We have recently started to stock Instarmac
products. Instarmac offer a comprehensive range
of ready mixed pastes and cementitious powder
wall and floor adhesives and grouts as well as
many other products.
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We stock:
Ultra Tile Fix Pro Flex Rapid Setting Adhesive
Ultra Tile Fix Pro Flew Slow Setting Adhesive
Pro Grout Flexible in several colours.

RF Landscape
Products

Nexus are a specialist supplier of innovative
products to the paving, landscaping and driveway
industries. Here at RF, we supply several of their
products.

The ProJoint™ Porcelain™ Primer: An ultra-high
polymer and fibre modified flexible waterproofing
primer with excellent workability and adhesion
properties.

A quick and easy solution to filling joints
between paving slabs and setts, suitable for
natural stone and concrete paving. Simple to use,
ProJoint™ Fusion™ allows an untrained hand to
consistently deliver perfect joints every time whatever the weather!

Is an effective and high strength cleaning
concentrate designed for the professional user.
The chemical formulation is suitable for removing
oil, grease, rubber marks, mould, mildew, algae
and general dirt.

ProJoint™ Fusion™: delivers a weed free, frost
resistant joint, without staining the paving saving you time and money. Available in: Neutral,
Mid Grey, Basalt & Black.

A two-part epoxy resin mortar system suitable
for areas of vehicular access up to 7.5 tonnes.
Available in three colours: neutral (buff), mid grey
and black.
ProJoint™ V35-UV™: A single part PU resin
mortar system with 100% UV stability designed
for sensitive and expensive stone. Available in
three colours: neutral (buff), mid grey and black.

A high quality solvent based surface selaer
based on acrylic resins, Pro-410™ is suitable for
internal and external use. It is an impregnating
and non-degrading sealer with a matt finish
which enhances the colour of natural stone and
concrete paving.

A high performance, solvent based surface sealer
with an invisible finish which can be applied
to all types of natural stone immediately after
installation.

Pro-Joint Porcelain Grout: Specially formulated
for porcelain paving, ProJoint™ Porcelain™ Grout
has been developed for joint widths of 2-20mm.
Ideal for both internal and external use, the antimould technology with added silicone ensures
that water is repelled from the surface of the
grout whilst still allowing vapour to pass through.
Available in three colours: neutral/buff, mid grey
and black.
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AT MARCRIST, WE’RE THE EXPERTS
IN CONSTRUCTION DIAMONDS,
PRODUCING THE HIGHEST QUALITY
DIAMOND PRODUCTS.
Based in the UK since our
establishment in 1979, we
aim to provide our customers
with a solution to a problem,
before they even knew they
needed it, no matter what
part of the trade sector you
work within.

Our range includes: Tile drilling, Abrasives and Diamond blades

Standard 350 Range
Value range for the professional, without compromising on safety.
Professional 750 Range
Raising standards in quality and performance for professional users.
Premium Professional 850 Range
The best Diamond Tool you have ever used, designed for the premium professional.

Geo Fabric
Groundtex woven geotextile is a multi-purpose woven geotextile fabric that can be used for weed
suppression and ground stabilisation in both soft and hard landscaping schemes. Groundtex is a
tough woven geo fabric which successfully meets the requirements for use above ground as a heavy
duty weed barrier. Due to its excellent strength and tear resistance, Groundtex can also be used below
ground as a stabilising and separating geotextile in groundwork and civil engineering applications.

Artificial Grass
ORCHARD
30mm pile, 4-Tone. This
luscious, dense soft
grass gives a fuller and
natural look.
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VERDIGRIS
This amazing natural
looking grass has a
super fine texture and
touch. Open texture and
dense with multi-tones
pile.

Birch
The newest product in the
range. This 38mm grass
is extremely durable
due to its dense thatch,
whilst also being soft and
realistic in appearance.

New Supreme
This stunning 35mm
grass is soft and springy
to touch. Superb Multi
tone with dense light
brown thatch and
memory pile.
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Welcome to RF Tiles...
...create your perfect inside space.
RF Tiles was formed in 2015 and is an
offshoot from RF Paving. Specialising in
the highest quality Italian porcelain wall
and floor tiles, supplying to both retail and
commercial markets, we pride ourselves on
product quality and outstanding customer
service.
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Our “go above and beyond attitude”,
ensures each customer, whether they are
buying 10 square metres or 1000 square
metres, are made to feel as special as they
want their finished space to be.
As an established company, RF Paving
has been trading landscaping products
for over 20 years, with it becoming one of
the UK’s leading brands. Always evolving
and looking to introduce new product
ranges. We identified that external porcelain
paving was to become a very sought-after
product. After exploring various suppliers,
we were introduced to Keope, an Italian
company who manufactures and supplies
the highest quality of internal and external
porcelain, with an in and out range that
allows the outside to become inside
with matching floor tiles, so your garden
becomes a functional extension of your
home. Although, the interior tile market is
somewhat over saturated, we identified
that Keope’s distinctive ranges, sizes and
finishes could offer a top-quality interior
Italian porcelain at a rate that is affordable
for all, without compromising on quality.
From this RF Tiles was created.
The opening of our showroom at RF’s main
depot in Yorkshire, in early 2017 was the real
launch of the RF Tiles department.
By taking a minimalistic approach we
showcase a vast range of styles and sizes.
Unlike other tile showrooms which can
be somewhat overwhelming, our cleancut, predominantly wall mounted display,
showcases each range in its various shades
and finishes, allowing you to be able to feel
the texture and quality of your chosen tile.
Within the showroom there is an informal
seating area to sit and discuss your project.
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We have a variety of brochures which can
help inspire and assist you when making
your choice.
Feel free to bring any materials which may
help determine the correct tile for your area,
whilst enjoying one of our freshly ground
coffees.
When choosing our internal tile suppliers, we
wanted to make sure that the companies we
chose fit our core values.
When Keope was introduced to us, we
researched the company to find out their
background and who they are. Ceramiche
Keope is one of the most renowned
manufacturers of porcelain stoneware floor
and wall tiles. Its history began in 1995, in
Casalgrande. They believe that their main
elements behind their success are “to offer
solutions characterised by high standards
of design, with exceptional technical
performance, ideal both for interiors and
exteriors, commercial, public and residential
spaces”. Like ourselves, Keope are a ‘Green
Thinking’ and innovative company, which
is always adapting to their market and offer
more than just a standard range of tiles for
example, bespoke special finishing pieces,
which we believe enhances the RF Tiles
brand.
After working successfully with Keope for
over 5 years, we decided to delve further into
the porcelain market to see what others had
to offer. Both Castlevetro and Lea Ceramica
offer ranges which are unique and futuristic
in their own way, allowing for statement
areas and pieces to be designed. Along with
their similar values, we decided to showcase
several of their pieces in our showroom.
Please visit our website where we often
post blogs and informative posts about new
products we have to offer.
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Large Format Sizes
We provide large format sizes such as
1200x2400, 1200x1200, 600x1200 and
much more making our range adaptable for
all markets.

Skirting Boards
Most our ranges offer a ‘Battiscopa’ which is
a unique, bullnosed alternative to traditional
wooden skirtings.

Slip Rating
Our tiles are available in many ranges from
R9 smooth interior slip rating up to R11
exterior anti-slip.

Bespoke Orders
Your order will be ordered specifically to
your requirements, ensuring the same
production batch and shades.

Our Inside and Out service.
The K2 range allows you to match indoor
porcelain tiles with outdoor porcelain slabs.
There are several ranges which comply with
K2; Percorsi Extra, Moov, Chorus and many
more.

Choose
from a
range of 12
different shades
of Instarmac
grouts.

Please feel welcome to visit us at our showroom at:

RF Landscape Products, A19 Doncaster Rd, Whitley, East Yorkshire DN14 0JW.
If you are unable to visit our showroom, or would like to see
your chosen tiles in your own space, we can arrange for samples to be sent to you.
Have a look at our social media
platforms for inspiration:
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Paving  Landscaping  Tiles
RF Landscape Products, A19 Doncaster Rd, Whitley, East Yorkshire DN14 0JW.
Telephone: 01977 782240 email:sales@rflandscapeproducts.co.uk

